Kinetic characterization of a prestart cell division control step in yeast. Implications for the mechanism of alpha-factor-induced division arrest.
In Saccharomyces cerevisiae yeast, a cycloheximide-sensitive "prestart" step (Ki = 0.12 +/- 0.05 microM) is passaged greater than or equal to 4 to less than or equal to 13 minutes prior to the alpha-factor-sensitive "Start" step in the cell cycle of normal proliferating cells and in the first and second bud emergence cycles of abnormally large cells that had been arrested for cell division with alpha-factor and allowed to recover. This identifies the chronologically last protein synthetic step of the cell cycle that occurs prior to the completion of Start. This step is named the last synthetic prestart or LSP step. Cells require the completion of the LSP step before they can perform Start during recovery from arrest by alpha-factor. Yet alpha-factor is known to prevent cell division by acting at Start. The combined data suggest that alpha-factor prevents the Start step of cell division by inactivating a protein that is 1) required for the performance of Start, and 2) synthesized shortly prior to Start in the last synthetic prestart step.